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1 Introduction The mathematical space has an extremely simplestructure in the small. To whatever small dimen-sions one proceeds, there is always the same { apartfrom a \similarity transformation". This seems to betoo simple to accomodate a map of the real events.E. Schr�odinger1An adequate mathematical description of nature has to involve `geometric' structures beyond smoothmanifolds. In particular, one has to admit fractal sets which appear in many natural systems andespecially as strange attractors in nonlinear dynamical systems. It is also widely believed that quantumtheory should revise our present conception of space and time. Proposals have been made towards afundamental discrete and even noncommutative structure of space-time (see [2] for a short review with alarge collection of references).Manifolds, which are usually taken to model spaces and space-times in physical theories, are in partic-ular topological spaces. The latter are in correspondence with commutative associative algebras. Givenan abstract commutative algebra, it determines a topological space on which the elements of the algebraare realized as functions. On the other hand, the algebra of functions on a topological space de�nes a com-mutative and associative algebra. Instead of dealing with topological spaces, we may study commutativeassociative algebras. This point of view suggests a drastic generalization, namely to dispense with therequirement of commutativity of the algebra. Does it make sense to regard a (certain) noncommutativealgebra as a kind of `space' in which physical phenomena can be described? Indeed, an important exampleis provided by the canonical quantization procedure. Given a phase space, the classical observables arefunctions on it, i.e., functions of coordinates qi and conjugate momenta pj . Quantization replaces themby operators (on a Hilbert space) satisfying the Heisenberg commutation relations [qi; pj ] = i �h �ij . The(suitably restricted) algebra generated by operators satisfying these relations is the Heisenberg algebra.It may serve as an example of a `noncommutative space' (see [3, 4], in particular). A `noncommutativetorus' appears as a `noncommutative Brillouin zone' in a treatment of the quantum Hall e�ect [5]. Fur-ther examples are provided by `quantum groups' which are noncommutative analogues of (the algebra offunctions on) a classical group.Whereas in classical di�erential geometry the introduction of geometric structures essentially beginswith the notion of a vector �eld, this appears not to be the adequate concept to start with in generalizinggeometric concepts to an associative algebra A.2 Instead, it is more convenient to �rst introduce theconcept of a di�erential form. The algebra A is extended to a `di�erential algebra' on which furthergeometric structures are then built. In the case of the algebra of smooth functions on a (smooth) manifoldthere is a natural choice for such a di�erential algebra, namely the algebra of (ordinary) di�erentialforms. For a general algebra there is no distinguished di�erential algebra and one has to understandwhat the signi�cance is of the di�erent choices. Even in the case of the algebra of smooth functions ona manifold, there is no longer a good argument to single out the ordinary calculus of di�erential forms.Indeed, the exploration of other di�erential calculi opened a door to a whole new world of geometry andapplications in physics, as well as relations with other �elds of mathematics. Indeed, di�erential calculion commutative (associative) algebras and their noncommutative geometries shall occupy a considerablepart of this report.3The formalism of noncommutative geometry is an extremely radical abstraction of ordinary di�erentialgeometry. It includes the latter as a special case, but allows a huge variety of structures which may or1This is my translation of the original German \Der mathematische Raum hat eine �uberaus einfache Struktur imKleinen. Zu wie kleinen Dimensionen man auch �ubergeht, es liegt immer wieder dasselbe vor { abgesehen von einer\�Ahnlichkeitstransformation". Das scheint zu einfach zu sein, um eine Landkarte des wirklichen Geschehens darin un-terzubringen." [1].2See [6], however. On (the algebra of functions on) a �nite set there is no derivation except the trivial one (which mapsall functions to zero).3A `noncommutative' geometry on a commutative algebra is characterized by noncommutativity of functions and (gen-eralized) di�erentials. 3



may not be of any real use in mathematics or physics. An immediate prospect is that in this frameworkwe have the possibility to `deform' ordinary di�erential geometry and models built on it while keepingbasic concepts and (simple) recipes on which the models are based.Section 2 introduces to di�erential calculus on associative algebras and, in particular, commutativealgebras. Section 3 is devoted to gauge theory on algebras, i.e., connections in noncommutative geometry.Section 4 presents some applications of the formalism in the context of integrable models and solitonequations. Some concluding remarks are collected in section 5.This report is meant as an elementary introduction to some modern developments. We are not at alltrying to cover the existing literature in the already wide �eld of noncommutative geometry. For variousaspects quite remote from our selection, we refer to [7, 8], for example. Rather, we present variousexamples of applications in physics and cross relations with other areas of mathematics which are ofrelevance for physics. Our presentation should provide the reader with an easy access to understandingbasic ideas behind and the usefulness of the new mathematical concepts.An earlier report on various aspects of di�erential calculus on commutative algebras appeared in [9].Though some of the material presented there is basically taken over to the present report with someimprovements, a considerable amount of new results has been obtained since then. To a large extent thisconcerns my own work jointly with Aristophanes Dimakis.2 Di�erential calculi on associative algebrasLet A be an associative algebra4 with unit 1I. A di�erential calculus on A is a ZZ-graded associativealgebra (over IR, respectively C)5 
(A) =Mr�0
r(A) (2.1)where the spaces 
r(A) are A-bimodules6 and 
0(A) = A. There is a (IR- respectively C-) linear mapd : 
r(A)! 
r+1(A) (2.2)with the following properties, d2 = 0 (2.3)d(ww0) = (dw)w0 + (�1)r w dw0 (2.4)where w 2 
r(A) and w0 2 
(A). The last relation is usually referred to as the (generalized) Leibnizrule. Assuming that 1I extends to a unit element in 
, the Leibniz rule and the identity 1I1I = 1I implyd1I = 0 : (2.5)We shall furthermore assume that d generates the spaces 
r(A) for r > 0 in the sense that 
r(A) =A d
r�1(A)A. Using the Leibniz rule, every element of 
r(A) can be written as a linear combination7of monomials a0 da1 � � � dar. The action of d is then determined byd(a0 da1 � � � dar) = da0 da1 � � � dar : (2.6)Examples.1. Setting 
r(A) = f0g for r > 0 and d � 0 provides us with a trivial example, the smallest possible4More precisely, we consider only algebras over IR or C. Finite linear combinations of elements of A with coe�cients inIR or C, respectively, and also �nite products are again elements of A. The multiplication is assumed to be associative.5Though in many interesting cases one has 
r(A) = f0g when r is larger than some r0 � 0, one also encounters exampleswhere 
(A) is actually an in�nite sum. In such a case we should de�ne 
(A) as the space of �nite sums.6Hence its elements, called r-forms, can be multiplied from left and right by elements of A.7A technical problem arises if in�nite sums of r-forms are admitted.4



di�erential calculus.2. There is also a largest di�erential calculus on A. Let~
1(A) = fXi ai 
 bi jXi aibi = 0; ai; bi 2 Ag (2.7)(where only �nite sums are admitted).8 Then a 7! 1I 
 a � a 
 1I de�nes a linear map ~d : A ! ~
1(A)satisfying (2.4) for w;w0 2 A. The space of r-forms is de�ned as~
r(A) := ~
1(A) 
A ~
1(A) 
A � � � 
A ~
1(A)| {z }r-times ; r > 0 (2.8)where the tensor product is now over A (which means that elements of A can be commuted from oneside to the other). In order to extend the operator ~d to ~
(A), we next de�ne its action on 1-forms. Sinceevery 1-form can be written as a linear combination of terms of the form w = a (1I 
 b � b 
 1I) witha; b 2 A, it is su�cient to specify the action of ~d on such terms:~dw = (1I
 a� a
 1I)
A (1I
 b� b
 1I)= 1I
 a
 b� 1I
 ab
 1I� a
 1I
 b+ a
 b
 1I : (2.9)Via the Leibniz rule (with respect to the product 
A) the linear operator ~d then extends to the wholedi�erential algebra. The di�erential calculus (~
(A); ~d) is universal in the sense that every other di�erentialcalculus can be derived from it (as a quotient ~
(A)=~I where ~I is a two-sided ideal in ~
(A) closed under~d, i.e., ~d~I � ~I). In the mathematical literature it is usually called universal di�erential envelope. ~Between the smallest (trivial) and the biggest (universal) di�erential calculus there is a large varietyof further di�erential calculi on an algebra A. In contrast to the preceding two examples, they dependon the algebra under consideration. Some of them are distinguished via speci�c properties of the algebraor structures which can be de�ned on it.Examples.3. In case of a group, it is natural to require that the left and right action of the group on itself extends toa di�erential algebra (on the algebra of functions) on the group. More generally, in case of Hopf algebras(including quantum groups) there is a coaction which one might wish to extend to act on a di�erentialcalculus on the Hopf algebra. This leads to the notions of left-, right- and bi-covariant di�erential calculi[10].4. If A is a C�-algebra, there is a representation � : A ! B(H) in terms of bounded operators on aHilbert spaceH. Let D be an operator on H such that [D; �(A)] � B(H). Then � induces a representation� : ~
(A)! B(H) via a0 ~da1 � � � ~dar 7! �(a0) [D; �(a1)] � � � [D; �(ar)] : (2.10)Though this construction takes care of the Leibniz rule, the property ~d2 = 0 would severely constrain thepossible choices of an operator D. Rather, one de�nes
(A)D := ~
(A)=fker�+ ~dker�g (2.11)which carries the structure of a di�erential calculus. Here it is the choice of the operator D whichdetermines the di�erential calculus. IfM is a smooth manifold with a Riemannian metric, choosing A =C1(M) and for D the Dirac operator, the di�erential algebra turns out to be isomorphic with the algebraof (ordinary) di�erential forms on M. Behind all this is the idea of a `quantum mechanical approach'towards geometry. Suppose that in some way we obtain from measurements a set of `geometrical' datawhich form the spectrum of some selfadjoint operator D. Notions of classical di�erential geometry, orgeneralizations thereof, may then be derived from this operator. The construction outlined above is dueto A. Connes (see [11], in particular).8The tensor product is over IR, respectively C. 5



5. Let A be the (commutative) algebra of smooth functions on a di�erentiable manifold M. Thealgebra of smooth di�erential forms together with the exterior derivative d is a di�erential calculus on A.From other di�erential calculi on A it is distinguished by the property that functions and di�erentialscommute, i.e., [f; dh] = 0 for all f; h 2 A. Using (2.4), this implies anticommutativity of 1-forms, aproperty which is intimately related to our classical conception how to measure volumes. Originallydi�erentials were introduced in a rather naive way with the interpretation of being `in�nitesimally small'.Modern mathematics put them on a rigorous footing as objects acting on vector �elds. See also [12, 13].6. Superspace di�erential forms [14, 3]. These play an important role in the context of supersymmetric�eld theories. ~Further examples are treated in more detail in the following subsections.Remark. In general, we have to face the problem of `di�erentiability', i.e., the applicability of d tothe algebra A. In case of commutative algebras we are familiar with corresponding notions, whereasthe treatment of noncommutative algebras requires a more sophisticated machinery like that of Connessketched above. But the problem of applicability of d extends to 
(A), of course. In the following weshall treat di�erentials as algebraic objects and mostly leave aside the question how to introduce themin a perhaps more satisfactory way or how to `realize' them.2.1 Di�erential calculi on a �nite setLet M be a �nite set and A the algebra of all C-valued functions on it. A is generated by feig whereei(j) = �ij for i; j 2 M. These functions satisfy the two identitiesei ej = �ij ej ; Xi ei = 1I : (2.12)The following result shows that there are no `vector �elds' in the sense of derivations on a �nite set.Lemma. There are no derivations @ : A ! A besides @ � 0.Proof: If @ is a derivation on A, so that it satis�es the product rule of di�erentiation, then from the �rstequation of (2.12) one �nds (@ei) ei + ei @ei = @eiwhich implies ei (@ei) ei = 0 :Writing @ei =Pk fi(k) ek with constants fi(k), we get0 = ei (Xk fi(k) ek) ei = fi(i) eiand thus fi(i) = 0 for all i 2 M. Furthermore,@ei =Xk fi(k) ek ei + ei Xk fi(k) ek = 2 fi(i) ei = 0and therefore @ � 0. ~As a consequence of the identities (2.12) and the Leibniz rule, the di�erentials dei of a di�erentialcalculus on A are subject to the following relations,dei ej = �ei dej + �ij dej ; Xi dei = 0 : (2.13)Without additional constraints, we are dealing with the universal di�erential calculus (~
(A); ~d). Intro-ducing the 1-forms eij = ei ~dej (i 6= j) (2.14)6



one �nds the following.Lemma. feijgi 6=j is a basis over C of the space ~
1 of universal 1-forms.Proof: First we show completeness. By de�nition, a 1-form is a linear combination of terms of the formf (dg)h with f; g; h 2 A. Nowf (dg)h = Xi;j;k f(i) ei g(j) dej h(k) ek= Xi;j;k f(i) g(j)h(k) ei (�ej dek + �jk dek)= Xi;j f(i) [g(j)� g(i)]h(j) ei dej= Xi 6=j f(i) [g(j)� g(i)]h(j) ei dej= Xi;j f(i) [g(j)� g(i)]h(j) eij :To demonstrate linear independence of the eij let us assume thatXi 6=j cij eij = 0with constants cij . Using ei ejk = �ij ejk andeij ek = ei ~dej ek = ei [�ej ~dek + �jk ~dek] = �jk eijfor i 6= j, we have 0 = ek (Xi 6=j cij eij) el = ckl ekl :Since ekl 6= 0 in the universal calculus, this implies ckl = 0. ~Lemma. All �rst order di�erential calculi are obtained from the universal one by setting some of the eijto zero.Proof: A general theorem (see [15], for example) tells us that all �rst order di�erential calculi are obtainedas the quotient of ~
1 by a two-sided ideal (A-sub-bimodule) in ~
1. So we have to determine all two-sidedideals in ~
1. First we note that, as a consequence of the relations ek eij = �ki eij and eij ek = �jk ek,fc eij j c 2 Cg is such an ideal and moreover a primitive one, it has no proper subideals. Since feijgi 6=jis a basis of ~
1 over C, it follows that every two-sided ideal is a union of such primitive ones. ~Let us associate with each nonvanishing eij of some di�erential calculus (
; d) an arrow from thepoint i to the point j : eij 6= 0 () i � �! � j : (2.15)The universal (�rst order) di�erential calculus then corresponds to the complete digraph where all verticesare connected with each other by a pair of antiparallel arrows. Other �rst order di�erential calculi areobtained by deleting some of the arrows.Hence, the choice of a (�rst order) di�erential calculus on a �nite set means choosing a connectionstructure on it. This is not just an abstract correspondence since the formula for the di�erential of afunction f 2 A precisely displays this structure:9df =Xi;j [f(j)� f(i)] eij : (2.16)9More precisely, the summation runs over all i; j with i 6= j. Note that eii has not been de�ned. We may, however, seteii := 0. 7



Returning to the universal calculus, concatenation of the 1-forms eij leads to the (r � 1)-formsei1:::ir := ei1i2 ei2i3 � � � eir�1ir : (2.17)The signi�cance of these forms should be evident from the following.Lemma. Let r > 1. Then the forms ei1:::ir constitute a basis of ~
r�1 over C. ~We omit the proof. The special forms (2.17) satisfy the simple relationsei1:::ir ej1:::js = �irj1 ei1:::ir�1j1:::js : (2.18)In particular, this impliesf ei1:::ir = f(i1) ei1:::ir ; ei1:::ir f = ei1:::ir f(ir) : (2.19)for f 2 A. Furthermore, we have ~dei = Xj (eji � eij) (2.20)~deij = Xk (ekij � eikj + eijk) (2.21)...where the dots stand for corresponding formulas for the di�erentials of the higher basis forms. The �rstequation is a special case of (2.16). In a `reduced' di�erential calculus (
; d) where not all of the eij arepresent, the possibilities to build (nonvanishing) higher forms ei1:::ir are restricted and the above formulasfor dei1:::er impose further constraints on them. An example is treated in the following subsection.A discrete set together with a di�erential calculus on it has been named a discrete di�erential manifoldin [16] and some general properties have been studied there.2.1.1 Di�erential calculi and topologyLet us consider the di�erential calculus on a 3-point set associated with the following graph:u uu0 1
2

-@@@@@@I������	The nonvanishing basis 1-forms are thus e01; e12; e20. The only basis 2-forms we can construct from theseare e012, e120 and e201. But e10 = 0 implies0 = de10 = 3Xk=1(ek10 � e1k0 + e10k) = �e120 (2.22)and similarly e012 = e201 = 0 as a consequence of e02 = e21 = 0. Hence there are no 2-forms and we canassign the dimension 1 to the 3-point set with the di�erential calculus speci�ed above.10 The action of dcan be visualized as follows. In our example, we havede0 = e20 � e01 ; de1 = e01 � e12 ; de2 = e12 � e20 : (2.23)10This notion of dimension is a local one. In general, it varies from subgraph to subgraph.8



This determines the following diagram,11u u u0 1 2 0-formse e e 1-forms01 12 20? ? ?������� �������HHHHHHHHHHHYIf in the expression for dei a 1-form ejk appears on the rhs, an arrow is drawn between the verticesrepresenting the 0-form ei and the 1-form ejk. The sign of a term on the rhs of (2.23) determines itsorientation. This scheme extends to higher order forms via (2.21).An interpretation. An n-dimensional manifold can be covered with a �nite set M = fU�g of sets U�which are homeomorphic to open balls in IRn. The global topology of the space is then encoded in theway in which these sets intersect. The overlap relations can be expressed using a Hasse diagram. Howthis works is explained with an example:
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................................................
The corresponding Hasse diagram is u u u0 1 2

e e e01 12 20������ ������HHHHHHHHHHHThe points of the upper row represent the three big sets U�, � = 1; 2; 3, depicted in the last �gure. Thoseof the lower row represent the intersection sets. If a line connects two points in di�erent (neighbouring)rows, this means that the set which the lower point represents is a subset of the one for which the upperpoint stands. A vertex together with all lower lying vertices which are connected to it forms an openset. In the present case, f01g; f12g; f20g; f0; 01; 20g; f1; 01; 12g; f2; 12; 20g are the open sets (besides theempty and the whole set). Ignoring the additional structure encoded in the orientation of the arrows inthe previous diagram relating 0-forms and 1-forms, what we have there is just the Hasse diagram. We11In our example, this diagram does not contain more information than the triangle digraph we started with. This is sosince here we did not impose restrictions on the universal di�erential calculus on the level of r-forms with r > 1 (besidesthose induced by the restrictions on the 1-form level). 9



conclude that a di�erential calculus on a �nite set determines a topology on the set. For an exploration ofthese relations see [17, 16]. In particular, the formalism gives an answer to the question how to discretize a�eld theory on a manifold in such a way that global topological properties are preserved. It also appearsto be of interest in the context of attempts to formulate a theory of unprecise space and space-timemeasurements avoiding the notion of a (sharp) point (see [18, 19], for example).2.1.2 The Ritz-Rydberg principleLet �ij be the frequency of emitted (or absorbed) light in an electronic transition from level i to level jin an atom. Then there is an addition law,�ij + �jk = �ik (2.24)which is known from the period before the birth of quantum mechanics as the Ritz-Rydberg combinationprinciple. Let us de�ne � :=Xi;j �ij eij : (2.25)Then d� = Xi;j;k �ij (ekij � eikj + eijk)= Xi;j;k(�jk � �ik + �ij) eijk (2.26)in terms of which the above combination principle becomes d� = 0, i.e., � is closed. If the �rst cohomologygroup of the di�erential calculus is trivial (so that every closed 1-form is exact), then we have � = d(H=h)with a function H =PnEn en. This is the energy if h is taken to be Planck's constant. The cohomologycondition is satis�ed in particular for the universal di�erential calculus. See also [7, 17].2.1.3 A lattice di�erential calculusLet M = ZZn. For a; b 2 M we de�ne a di�erential calculus byeab 6= 0 () b = a+ �̂ where �̂ = ����� : (2.27)This corresponds to an oriented lattice graph, a �nite part of which is drawn below.
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In this example we are actually dealing with an in�nite set and thus in�nite sums in some formulas whichrequires special care. Introducing the lattice coordinate functionsx� :=Xa a� ea (2.28)one obtains12 [dx�; x� ] = ��� dx� (2.29)using (2.18). fdx�g is a left A-module basis of 
1. We will return to this example in section 2.2.1.2.1.4 Representations of �rst order di�erential calculi on �nite setsWe have seen that �rst order di�erential calculi on a set of N elements are in bijective correspondencewith digraphs with N vertices (and at most a pair of antiparallel arrows between any two vertices). Letus de�ne an N � N -matrix D in the following way: Dij = 1 if there is an arrow from i to j andDij = 0 otherwise. In graph theory this matrix is known as the adjacency matrix of the digraph. Itencodes the complete structure of the digraph. We should then expect that the (�rst order) di�erentialcalulus determined by a digraph can be expressed in terms of the adjacency matrix. How to construct aderivation d : A ! 
1(A) with this matrix? The easiest way to obtain a derivation is via a commutator,df := [D; f ] (2.30)which, of course, only makes sense if the elements of A can be represented as N � N -matrices. Thesimplest way of achieving this is viaf 7! 0B@ f(1) 0. . .0 f(N) 1CA : (2.31)Representing eij as the N �N -matrix Eij with a 1 in the ith row and jth column and zeros elsewhere,the above expression for df in terms of D is precisely our formula (2.16). Note that the adjacency matrixrepresentsPi;j eij .Proceeding beyond 1-forms, the above representation will not respect the ZZ2-grading of a di�erentialalgebra 
(A). Therefore, one considers instead a `doubled' representation13ei 7! � Eii 00 Eii � ; eij 7! � 0 EyijEij 0 � : (2.32)The grading can be expressed in terms of a grading operator which in our case is given by := � 1 00 �1 � : (2.33)It is selfadjoint and satis�es 2 = 1 ;  D̂ = �D̂   f̂ = f̂  (2.34)with D̂ := � 0 DyD 0 � f̂ := � f 00 f � (2.35)12Let us give a proof for the one-dimensional case (n = 1). Using dx =Pa a dea =Pa;b a (eba� eab) =Pa a (ea�1;a�ea;a+1) =Pa ea;a+1 we �nd [dx; x] =Pa;b b [ea;a+1; eb] =Pa ea;a+1 = dx.13See also [20] for further generalizations. 11



where f has to be represented as in (2.31).The above representations of (�rst order) di�erential calculi make contact with Connes' formalism (cfalso example 4 in the beginning of section 2). It should be noticed that D in the present context is not, ingeneral, a selfadjoint operator (on the Hilbert space CN ). The `doubling' in (2.32) leads to a selfadjointoperator on the Hilbert space H = C2N , however. (A;H; D̂) is an example of an even spectral triple, abasic structure in Connes' approach to noncommutative geometry. According to Connes [21] (see also[11] for a re�nement), a spectral triple (A;H; D̂) consists of an involutive algebra A of operators on aHilbert space H together with a selfadjoint operator D̂ satisfying some technical conditions. It is calledeven when there is a grading operator  as in our example.2.1.5 Connes' distance function for di�erential calculi on �nite setsLet (A;H;D) be a spectral triple. A state on A is a linear map � : A ! C which is positiv, i.e.,�(a�a) � 0 for all a 2 A, and normalized, i.e., �(1I) = 1. According to Connes, the distance between twostates � and �0 is given byd(�; �0) := supfj�(a)� �0(a)j ; a 2 A; k[D; a]k � 1g : (2.36)Given a set M, each point p 2 M de�nes a state �p via �p(f) := f(p) for all functions f on M. Theabove formula then becomesd(p; p0) := supfjf(p)� f(p0)j ; f 2 A; k[D; f ]k � 1g : (2.37)In the following, we give some simple examples (see also [22]).Example 1. The universal �rst order di�erential calculus on a set of two elements p; q is described by agraph consisting of two points which are connected by a pair of antiparallel arrows. Its adjacency matrixis D = � 0 11 0 � (2.38)so that [D; f ] = � 0 f(p)� f(q)f(q)� f(p) 0 � : (2.39)Thenk[D; f ]k2 = supk k=1k[D; f ] k2 = supk k=1jf(p)� f(q)j2 (j 1j2 + j 2j2) = jf(p)� f(q)j2 (2.40)for  2 C2. It follows that Connes' distance function de�ned with the adjacency matrix gives d(p; q) = 1in this case. See also [21].Example 2. Let us consider the �rst order di�erential calculus on a set of N elements determined by thefollowing graph. s s s s s s- - - : : : -The corresponding adjacency matrix isDN = 0BBBB@ 0 1 0 � � � 0... . . . . . . ...... . . . 10 � � � � � � 0 1CCCCA : (2.41)12



With a complex function f we associate a real function h viah1 := 0 ; hi+1 := hi + jfi+1 � fij i = 1; : : : ; N � 1 : (2.42)where fi := f(i), numbering the consecutive lattice sites by 1; : : : ; N . Then jhi+1 � hij = jfi+1 � fij andk[D̂N ; f̂ ] k = k[D̂N ; ĥ] k (2.43)for all  2 C2N . As a consequence, in calculating the supremum over all functions f in the de�nition ofConnes' distance function, it is now su�cient to consider only real functions (see also [23] for a relatedexample). Since D̂N is hermitean, the matrix i [D̂N ; f̂ ] is then also hermitean and its norm is equal tothe maximal absolute value of its eigenvalues. For N = 2 one �nds the characteristic polynomialdet�i [D̂2; f̂ ]� �1� = �2 (�2 � (f2 � f1)2) (2.44)(with a real constant �) and for arbitrary N > 2det�i [D̂N ; f̂ ]� �1� = (�2 � (fN � fN�1)2) det�[D̂N�1; f̂ ]� �1� : (2.45)This implies k[D̂N ; f̂ ]k = max fjf2 � f1j; : : : ; jfN � fN�1jg (2.46)from which we conclude that d(i; j) = ji� jj. ~2.2 A class of noncommutative di�erential calculi on a commutative algebraLet A be the associative and commutative algebra over IR (or C) freely generated by elements x�, � =1; : : : ; n. For example, the x� could be the canonical coordinates on IRn (or Cn). The ordinary di�erentialcalculus on A has the property [dx�; x� ] = 0, i.e., di�erentials and functions commute. Relaxing thisproperty, there is a class of noncommutative di�erential calculi such that14[dx�; x� ] = C��� dx� (2.47)with structure functions C���(x�) which have to satisfy some consistency condition. First, we have[dx�; x� ] = (dx�)x� � x� dx�= d(x�x� � x�x�| {z }= 0 )� x� dx� + (dx�)x� = [dx� ; x�] : (2.48)Assuming the di�erentials dx�, � = 1; : : : ; n, to be linearly independent15, this impliesC��� = C��� : (2.49)Furthermore, 0 = ([dx�; x� ]� C��� dx�) x�= [(dx�)x�; x� ]� C��� (dx�)x�= [x� dx� + C��� dx�; x� ]� C��� (x� dx� + C��� dx�)= x� [dx�; x� ] + C��� [dx�; x� ]� x� C��� dx� � C��� C��� dx�= (C��� C��� � C��� C���) dx� (2.50)which leads to C��� C��� = C��� C��� (2.51)14On the rhs of this equation we are using the summation convention.15More precisely, we assume here that the dx� form a left A-module basis of 
1(A).13



or, in terms of the matrices C� with entries (C�)�� := C���,C� C� = C� C� : (2.52)For constant C��� and n � 3, a classi�cation of all solutions of the consistency conditions (2.49) and(2.51) has been given in [24] (see also [25] for some earlier results).Remark. De�ning a product on an n-dimensional vector space over IR (or C) with basis �� by�� � �� = C��� ��with constants C���, the two conditions (2.49) and (2.51) mean that we are dealing with a commutativeand associative algebra. The classi�cation of �rst order di�erential calculi on IRn (or Cn) with constantstructure functions thus corresponds to the classi�cation of commutative associative algebras. ~2.2.1 The simplest exampleLet A be the algebra of all functions on IR. It is generated by the canonical coordinate function x. Thesimplest deformation of the ordinary di�erential calculus on A is then determined by[dx; x] = ` dx (2.53)where ` is a constant which we will choose to be real and positive. This is a special case of the commutationstructure (2.47) considered in the previous subsection and we encountered it already in section 2.1.3.Written in the form dxx = (x + `) dx ; (2.54)the above commutation relation extends to A asdx f(x) = f(x+ `) dx : (2.55)Furthermore, df =: (@+xf) dx = 1̀ (@+xf) [dx; x]= 1̀ [(@+xf) dx; x] = 1̀ [df; x]= 1̀ (d(f x� x f)� [f; dx]) = 1̀ (dx f � f dx)= 1̀ [f(x+ `)� f(x)] dx (2.56)so that the left partial derivative de�ned via the �rst equality turns out to be the right discrete derivative,i.e., @+xf = 1̀ [f(x+ `)� f(x)] : (2.57)Introducing a right partial derivative via df = dx @�xf , an application of (2.55) shows that it is the leftdiscrete derivative, i.e., @�xf = 1̀[f(x)� f(x� `)] : (2.58)An inde�nite integral should have the propertyZ df = f + `constant' (2.59)14



where `constants' are functions annihilated by d. These are just the functions with period ` (so thatf(x+ `) = f(x)). It turns out that every function can be integrated and an explicit formula can be foundin [26].Example. Using the Leibniz rule,Z x dx = Z dx2 � Z (dx)x| {z }= (x + `) dx = x2 � ` x� Z x dx+ periodic function (2.60)and thus Z x dx = 12 x (x � `) + periodic function : (2.61)In [25] a recursion formula is given for the integral of an arbitrary monomial in x. ~Since the inde�nite integral is only determined up to the addition of an arbitrary function with period`, it de�nes a de�nite integral only if the region of integration is an interval the length of which is amultiple of ` (or a union of such intervals). Then one obtainsZ x0+n`x0�m` f(x) dx = ` n�1Xk=�m f(x0 + k`) (2.62)and in particular Z x0+1x0�1 f(x) dx = ` 1Xk=�1 f(x0 + k`) : (2.63)The integral thus simply picks out the values of f on a lattice with spacings ` and forms the Riemannintegral for the corresponding piecewise constant function on IR.All this shows that the di�erential calculus with ` > 0 is also well-de�ned on the algebra of functionson a lattice with spacings `.2.2.2 q-CalculusLet us consider the new coordinate y = qx=` (2.64)with q 2 C n f0g, not a root of unity. Using (2.56), we havedy = q � 1` y dx (2.65)and with the help of (2.55) the commutation relation (2.53) is transformed intody y = q y dy : (2.66)The generalized partial derivatives with respect to the new coordinate y are de�ned bydf = @+yf dy = dy @�yf (2.67)and turn out to be the q-derivatives@+yf(y) = f(qy)� f(y)(q � 1) y ; @�yf(y) = f(y)� f(q�1y)(1� q�1) y : (2.68)15



These satisfy the `quantum plane' relation@�y @+y � q @+y @�y = 0 (2.69)and q-deformed canonical commutation relations with the coordinate function y (regarded as an operator),i.e., @�y y � q�1 y @�y = 1 ; @+y y � q y @+y = 1 : (2.70)Moreover, choosing x0 = 0 in (2.63), one �ndsZ 10 f(y) dy = Z 0+10�1 f(y(x)) q � 1` y(x) dx= (q � 1) 1Xk=�1 f(y(k`)) y(k`)= (q � 1) 1Xk=�1 f(qk) qk (2.71)which is the Jackson q-integral. We have indeed established it as an `integral', associated with a non-commutative di�erential calculus. The above equations show that there is a method to perform a changeof variables under the q-integral, something mathematicians have actually been looking for (cf [27], p.46). For further details we refer to [26]. q-Calculus has various applications (see [27], in particular). Itexperienced a revival in the context of integrable models and quantum groups (see [28], for example).2.2.3 Lattice di�erential calculusThe `lattice di�erential calculus' considered in subsection 2.2.1 generalizes to higher dimensions as follows,[dx�; x� ] = ` ��� dx� ; (2.72)a relation which we already encountered in subsection 2.1.3.16 More generally,dx� f(x) = f(x+ `�) dx� (2.73)with (x+ `�)� := x� + ��� ` and f 2 A, where A is the space of all functions on IRn.Assuming that the dx�, � = 1; : : : ; n, constitute a basis of the space of 1-forms as a left and as a rightA-module, we can introduce left and right partial derivatives viadf = @+�f dx� = dx� @��f : (2.74)Then we �nd @+�f = 1̀ [f(x+ `�)� f(x)] ; @��f = 1̀ [f(x)� f(x� `�)] : (2.75)Acting with d on (2.72) leads to dx� dx� = �dx� dx� : (2.76)This property allows us to introduce a Hodge ? operator in the familiar way,? (dx�1 : : : dx�r ) := 1(n� r)! X ��1:::�r�r+1:::�n dx�r+1 � � �dx�n (2.77)16More generally, we may consider [dx�; x� ] = `� ��� dx� with (possibly) di�erent constants `�, � = 1; : : : ; n. Note thatthere is no summation over repeated indices in these commutation relations.16



where ��1:::�n is totally antisymmetric with �1:::n = 1 and indices are raised with ��� or ��� , in analogywith the cases of Euclidean and Minkowski geometry. The extension to arbitrary forms is done via17? (w f) = f ? w (2.78)for f 2 A and w 2 
r.An inde�nite integral is determined by the propertyZ df = f + `constant' (2.79)where a `constant' is a function with period ` in each argument. It therefore only de�nes a de�niteintegral over special sets, namely those which are a union of hypercubes with edges of length `. Then itturns out that Z x10+`x10 � � � Z xn0+`xn0 f(x) dx1 � � �dxn = `n f(x0) (2.80)(cf [25]). Choosing a decomposition of IRn into such hypercubes, we obtainZIRn f(x) dnx = `n Xk2ZZn f(x0 + k`) : (2.81)The integral depends on the choice of a point x0 2 IRn which determines how the lattice `ZZn is embeddedin IRn. The above formulas show that we could have started equally well with the algebra of functionson the lattice `ZZn instead of the algebra of functions on IRn. Thus (2.72) de�nes a di�erential calculuson a lattice.Example. The Lagrangian for a free massive scalar �eld � on Euclidean space IRn readsL = d� ^ ? d�+m2 � ^ ? � (2.82)in terms of ordinary di�erential forms. This expression also makes sense for the deformed di�erentialcalculus introduced above. Thend� ? d� = @+�� dx� ? (@+�� dx�)= @+�� dx� ? dx� (@+��)(x � `�)= @+�� dx� (@+��)(x � `�) ? dx�= @+�� (@+��)(x + `� � `�) dx� ? dx�= @+�� (@+��)(x + `� � `�) ��� dx1 : : :dxn= X� (@+��)2 dx1 : : : dxn (2.83)and � ? � = �(x)2 ? 1 = �(x)2 dx1 : : : dxn (2.84)shows that S = RIRn L is the usual lattice action for the free scalar �eld. ~2.2.4 A class of noncommutative di�erential calculi on smooth manifoldsThe following is taken from [29, 30, 31] to which we refer for further information.17An alternative (di�erent) de�nition would be ? (f w) = f ? w. In the applications discussed below, however, the `twist'in (2.78) appears to be essential. 17



Let A be the algebra of smooth functions on a smooth n-dimensional manifoldM, i.e., A = C1(M).Let x� be local coordinate functions and g�� the corresponding components of a symmetric tensor �eldon M. We de�ne a di�erential calculus (
; d) via[dx�; x� ] = g�� � (2.85)where � is a 1-form satisfying [�; x�] = 0 ; �2 = 0 ; d� = 0 : (2.86)Furthermore, we assume that dx� and � constitute a basis of 
1 as a left A-module. The di�erential ofa function f can then be expressed as follows,df = @̂�f � + @̂�f dx� (2.87)where @̂� and @̂� are generalized (left) partial derivatives.Lemma. df = 12 g��@�@�f � + @�f dx� (2.88)Proof: Exploiting the Leibniz rule, we �nd@̂� (fh) � + @̂�(fh) dx� = d(fh) = (df)h+ f dh= (@̂�f) � h+ (@̂�f) dx� h+ f (@̂�h) � + f (@̂�h) dx�= ((@̂�f)h+ f @̂�h+ g�� @̂�f @̂�h) � + ((@̂�f)h+ f @̂�h) dx�using [dx�; h] = [dh; x�] = @̂�h [dx� ; x�] :Hence @̂�(fh) = (@̂�f)h+ f @̂�h@̂� (fh) = (@̂�f)h+ f @̂�h+ g�� @̂�f @̂�h :According to the �rst equation, @̂� is a derivation. But derivations on C1(M) are vector �elds. Using@̂�x� = ���which follows from the above formula for df , we conclude that@̂� = @@x� =: @� :Writing @̂� as @̂� = 12 g�� @�@� + � with an operator �, the other equation which we obtained from theevaluation of the Leibniz rule is turned into �(fh) = (�f)h + f �h, so that � is a derivation and thus avector �eld. Using @̂�x� = 0 one �nds � = 0. ~Lemma. If g�� are the components of a symmetric tensor �eld and � a scalar 1-form on M, then thecommutation relations (2.85) are coordinate-independent (and thus de�ne a global structure on M).Proof: [dx�0 ; x�0 ] = [@̂�x� � + @�x�0 dx�; x�0 ]= @�x�0 [dx�; x�0 ]= @�x�0 [dx�0 ; x�]= @�x�0 @�x�0 [dx�; x�]= @�x�0 @�x�0 g�� �= g�0�0 � :18



~Relation with bicovariant di�erential calculus on quantum groups.The structure of a (Lie) group can be reformulated as an algebraic structure on the space of functionson the group. This leads to a commutative Hopf algebra. Such an algebra can then be deformed intoa noncommutative Hopf algebra. The analogy with the canonical quantization procedure motivated thename quantum group. An example is SLq(2), q 2 C, which is a deformation of (the algebra of functions on)SL(2;C). It is the algebra A generated by elements xk ; k = 1; : : : ; 4, which satisfy certain commutationrelations and the `q-determinant' constraint x1x4 � q x2x3 = 1I (with a unit element 1I). The additionalHopf algebra structure can be used to narrow down the large number of possible di�erential calculi onsuch an algebra and leads to the concept of a bicovariant di�erential calculus [10]. Of particular interestappear to be those calculi for which the dimension of the space of 1-forms (as a left or right A-module)coincides with the number of generators of A. For SLq(2) this is four or three, depending whether onebelieves that the above quadratic constraint should eliminate one of the generators. It turns out thatthere are no three-dimensional bicovariant calculi. There are two four-dimensional bicovariant calculiwhich both do not yield the ordinary di�erential calculus on SL(2;C) in the classical limit q ! 1. Oneof them has the form (2.85) after elimination of x4 via the determinant constraint [32] (see also [30, 31]).Relation with proper time theories and stochastic calculus on manifolds.When � =  dt where t is a parameter (extra coordinate), we may consider (smooth) functions f(x�; t)depending also on t. (2.87) then has to be replaced by18df = (@t + 2 g�� @�@�) f dt+ @�f dx� : (2.89)1. Let  = �i �h. The (generalized) partial derivative associated with t is then the operator i �h@t +(�h2=2) g�� @�@� which appears in the Schr�odinger equation of quantum mechanics. If g�� is the Minkowskimetric, this is the �ve-dimensional Schr�odinger operator of proper time quantum theory (see [33] for areview). The noncommutative di�erential calculus may thus be viewed as a basic structure underlyingsuch proper time theories. See [34, 29].2. The formula (2.89), with a positive de�nite metric  g�� , is known in the theory of stochastic processesas the Itô formula. This suggests that the noncommutative di�erential calculus provides us with aconvenient framework to deal with stochastic processes on manifolds [35]. Up to �rst order there isindeed a translation [30] to the (Itô) calculus of stochastic di�erentials. In contrast to the Itô calculus,our di�erential calculus admits an extension to higher order forms. It is not known, however, whetherthere is a stochastic interpretation of the higher order forms. See also [31]. For an application of theformalism to kinetic theory see [36].There are di�erential calculi with (generalized) partial derivatives which are di�erential operators ofn-th order with an arbitrary n 2 IN [24]. See also section 4.2 for an example.3 Connections in noncommutative geometryWe start with a rather abstract de�nition of a connection19 and then deduce familiar formulas from it(though still their contents is pretty much unfamiliar, in general).Let (
; d) be a di�erential calculus on an associative algebra A. A connection on a left A-module �is a C-linear map r : �! 
1 
A � (3.90)such that r(f ) = df 
A  + f r (3.91)18In the proof of the �rst Lemma, the operator � now becomes @t.19In the context of classical di�erential geometry this is due to Koszul. It has been generalized to the framework ofnoncommutative geometry by Karoubi and Connes. 19



for all f 2 A and  2 �. This extends to a linear mapr : 

A �! 

A � (3.92)via r(�	) = d�	+ (�1)r �r	 (� 2 
r; 	 2 

A �) : (3.93)The curvature of r is the map r2.If � has a basis eA, A = 1; : : : ; n, then = A eA (A 2 A) (3.94)r = dA 
A eA + AreA = (dA � B ABA| {z }=: DA )
A eA : (3.95)Here we have introduced connection 1-forms AAB viareA =: �AAB 
A eB : (3.96)Furthermore, r2 = d(dA � B ABA)
A eA � (dA � B ABA)reA= �A (dAAB +AAC ACB| {z }=: FAB )
A eB (3.97)where the curvature (or �eld strength) 2-formF = dA+AA (3.98)appears. A gauge transformation is given byeA 7! eA0 = aAB eB (3.99)with a 2 GL(n;A). This induces the following transformation laws,A 7! A0 = aAa�1 + a da�1 (3.100)F 7! F 0 = aF a�1 : (3.101)Let 
(A) be a di�erential calculus on A, r a left A-module connection on an A-bimodule � and r0a connection on a left A-module �0. Is is possible to build from these a left A-module connection r
 onthe left A-module �
A �0 ? In classical di�erential geometry we only need to introduce a connection on1-forms. It then induces a connection on arbitrary tensor �elds. Is there a similar construction in themore general framework? Obviously the naive ansatz r
 = r 
 id0 + id 
r0 does not work since thelast part maps into the wrong space. What is needed is a suitable `twist map' 	r : �
A
1 ! 
1
A �which may depend on the connection r. This suggests the ansatzr
 = r
 id0 + (	r 
 id0) � (id
r0) : (3.102)Then r
 is a left A-module connection i� 	r is an A-bimodule homomorphism with the property	r( 
A df) = r( f)� (r) f : (3.103)If such a map exists, then r is called extensible. See [37] for an analysis of the extension problem forconnections and for related references. 20



3.1 Connections on a �nite setLet (
; d) be a di�erential calculus on the algebra A of functions on a �nite set (cf section 2.1). Aconnection 1-form can be expressed as A =Xi;j Aij eij (3.104)where Aij are m�m-matrices with entries in C. We introduceUij := 1+Aij for i 6= j ; Uii := 1 : (3.105)Lemma. Under a gauge transformation with a 2 GL(m;A),Uij 7! a(i)Uij a(j)�1 : (3.106)Proof: We only need to consider the components Uij with i 6= j which are collected inU :=Xi;j eij +A =Xi;j Uij eij :With A0 = aAa�1 + a da�1 we �ndU 0 = Xi;j eij +A0= Xi;j eij + aAa�1 + aXi;j [a(j)�1 � a(i)�1] eij= aAa�1 + aXi;j eij a(j)�1 = aU a�1= Xi;j a(i)Uij a(j)�1 eijusing (2.16) and (2.19). ~For the curvature (or �eld strength) of A we getF = dA+AA =Xi;j;k (Uij Ujk � Uik) eijk : (3.107)Uij should be regarded as a `transport operator' (which maps a vector at point j to one at point i).Vanishing curvature, i.e., F = 0 then means (oriented) path independence of the transport.Example. Let us consider the di�erential calculus determined by the following digraph on a set of fourpoints.
s ss s0 123 - 66 -

From the basis 1-forms eij we can only build the two-forms e012 and e032 by concatenation. The rulesof di�erential calculus impose the relation e032 = �e012 (cf section 2.1.1). Now (3.107) becomes F =(U01U12 � U03U32) e012. Hence F = 0 means U01U12 = U03U32. ~21



3.1.1 Involutions, `symmetric' di�erential calculi, and the Higgs potentialOn the algebra A of complex functions onM there is a natural involution given by complex conjugation:(fh)� = h� f�. This extends to some di�erential calculi if we require that (df)� = �d(f�) where f 2 A.As a consequence, using the Leibniz rule we havee�ij = eji (3.108)so that the digraph associated with the (�rst order) di�erential calculus has to be symmetric (in the sensethat if two vertices are connected by an arrow, then also the reverse arrow must be present).20 Hence,the involution only exists on di�erential calculi with symmetric graphs.A connection 1-form A is anti-Hermitean ifAy = �A where Ay =Xi;j e�ij Ayij =Xi;j Ayij e�ij =Xi;j Ayij eji : (3.109)The dagger extends the involution � to matrices of forms. For matrices of 0-forms it means taking theHermitean conjugate matrix. The above condition impliesUyij = Uji : (3.110)Example. Let us consider M = ZZ2 = f0; 1g with the universal di�erential calculus. The only basis1-forms are e01 and e10. Concatenation only yields the 2-forms e010 and e101. The involution acts onthem as follows, e�010 = e010 ; e�101 = e101 : (3.111)For an anti-Hermitean connection, (3.107) reduces toF = (U01 U10 � U00) e010 + (U10 U01 � U11) e101 = (�y �� 1) e010 + (��y � 1) e101 (3.112)where we introduced � := U10. De�ning a Hermitean inner product on the space of 2-forms by(e010; e010) = (e101; e101) = 1 ; (e010; e101) = 0 (3.113)and a Yang-Mills action as SYM := tr (F; F ) ; (3.114)the latter is gauge invariant under gauge transformations with ay = a�1. Inserting the above expressionfor F , one �nds SYM = 2 tr (�y �� 1)2 (3.115)which physicists recognize as a Higgs potential, a substantial ingredient of the action for the standardmodel of elementary particles. Extending the space to IR4 � ZZ2, � indeed becomes a �eld on IR4 andin this way one recovers the Higgs �eld in elementary particle physics models (see [39]). Such a result isnot too surprising since it has been known for quite a while that dimensional reduction of a pure gaugetheory on a space IR4 � S2 leads to Higgs �elds [40]. One should think of ZZ2 as a discretization of thesphere S2. A really new aspect is that on a discrete set one can accomodate di�erent gauge groups. ~20See also [38] for some aspects of noncommutative geometry of symmetric digraphs (i.e., symmetric �rst order di�erentialcalculi).
22



3.2 Connections on a latticeLet us now choose A as the algebra of all functions on IRn (or on an n-dimensional lattice with spacings`) and the di�erential calculus introduced in section 2.2.3 with ` > 0. A connection 1-form A canthen be expressed as A = A� dx� with matrices A� (the entries of which are functions). We introduceleft-coe�cients of its �eld strength F via F = F�� dx� dx� (3.116)and de�ne21 F y := F y�� dx� dx� (3.117)where the dagger acts on matrices of functions by Hermitean conjugation. An analogue of the classicalYang-Mills action is SYM := Z LYM where LYM := tr(F y ? F ) : (3.118)Here the integral and the ?-operator are those of section 2.2.3. In the de�nition of the ?-operator wechoose the Euclidean metric for what follows. UsingF y ? F = F y�� dx� dx� ? F�� dx� dx� = F y��(x)F��(x+ `� + `� � `� � `�) dx� dx� ? (dx� dx�)= 2F y��(x)F ��(x) dx1 � � �dxn (3.119)one �nds LYM = 2 tr[F��(x)y F��(x)] dnx : (3.120)Lemma. LYM is invariant under unitary gauge transformations.Proof: From F 0 = aF a�1 = a(x)F�� (x) a(x + `� + `�)�1 dx� dx�we get F y0 = a�1(x + `� + `�)y F��(x)y a(x)y dx� dx� :With ay = a�1 this implies F y��(x)0 = a(x+ `� + `�)F��(x)y a(x)�1 :Hence tr[F��(x)y F��(x)]0 = tr[a(x+ `� + `�)F��(x)y a(x)�1 a(x)F ��(x) a(x + `� + `�)�1]= tr[F��(x)y F��(x)]using the cyclicity of trace. ~Let us introduce U := 1̀ X� dx� +A = 1̀ U�(x) dx� : (3.121)In the following, we prove some properties of U . We then express SYM in terms of U�(x) and establishcontact with a familiar formulation of lattice gauge theory.21This de�nition di�ers from that in section 3.1.1. The latter cannot be used here because the lattice di�erential calculusis not symmetric (cf section 2.1.3). 23



Lemma. U 0 = aU a�1 : (3.122)Proof: U 0 = 1̀ X� dx� + aAa�1 � (da) a�1= 1̀ X� dx� + aAa�1 �X� 1̀ [a(x+ `�)� a(x)] dx� a�1= a  1̀ X� dx� +A! a�1using (2.73). ~Lemma. F := dA+A2 = U2 : (3.123)Proof: U2 = 1̀2 X�;� dx� dx� + 1̀ X� (dx� A+A dx�) +A2= 1̀2 X�;� dx� dx� + 1̀ X� ( dx� A�(x) dx�| {z }= A�(x+ `�) dx� dx� +A dx�) +A2= 1̀ X�;� [A�(x+ `�)�A�(x)] dx� dx� + A2= dA+A2 : ~Now we have F = U2 = 1̀2 U�(x)U�(x+ `�) dx� dx�= 12`2 [U�(x)U�(x+ `�)� U�(x)U�(x+ `�)] dx� dx� (3.124)and tr[F��(x)y F��(x)] = 12`4 tr[U�(x+ `�)y U�(x)y U�(x)U�(x+ `�)�U�(x + `�)y U�(x)y U�(x)U�(x+ `�)] : (3.125)Assuming Uy� = U�1� (3.126)(which restricts the connection), this becomes= tr[F�� (x)y F��(x)]= 12`4 X�;� tr [1� U�(x+ `�)�1 U�(x)�1 U�(x)U�(x+ `�)] (3.127)24



where 1 is the unit matrix in the gauge group. For the Yang-Mills action we now obtainSYM = 1̀4 Z trX�;� [1� U�(x)U�(x+ `�)U�(x+ `�)�1 U�(x)�1] dnx (3.128)using the cyclicity of the trace. The integral sums the values of the integrand on a hypercubic lattice (cfsection 2.2.3). The result is then precisely the action of lattice gauge theory [41, 42]. Regarding U�(x)as a transport operator from the lattice site x to the neighbouring site x + `�, the action involves asummation over all transports (`Wilson loops') around plaquettes of the hypercubic lattice (see the �gurebelow).
u -U1(x0) u6U2(x0 + `1)u�U1(x0 + `2)�1u?U2(x0)�1x0The lattice version of gauge theory is crucial for numerical calculations in high energy physics, givinginsight into nonperturbative features of the corresponding quantum theory. In particular, this concernsthe problems of quark con�nement and masses of elementary particles.3.3 Linear connections in noncommutative geometryA connection is called a linear connection when the module � is the space of 1-forms, i.e., � = 
1. Henceit is a map r : 
1 ! 
1 
A 
1 (3.129)such that r(f w) = df 
A w + f rw (f 2 A; w 2 
1) : (3.130)It extends to a map 

A 
1 ! 

A 
1 (3.131)via r(�w) = d�
A w + (�1)r �rw (� 2 
r) : (3.132)Besides the curvature r2 we now have torsionT := d� � � r (3.133)where � : 
1 
A 
1 ! 
2 (3.134)is the canonical projection.If 
1 has a left A-module basis �i, i = 1; : : : ; n, thenw = wi �i ; rw = Dwi 
A �i r2�i = �
ij 
A �j (3.135)25



where Dwi = dwi � wj !j i = dwi � wj �jik �k (3.136)
ij = d!ij + !ik !kj = 12 Rijkl �k �l : (3.137)The 1-forms !ij and the 0-forms �kij ; Rijkl are de�ned by these formulas. Under a change of basis (i.e.,a gauge transformation) �i 7! aij �j (aij) 2 GL(n;A) (3.138)we have wi 7! wj (a�1)j i (3.139)Dwi 7! Dwj (a�1)j i (3.140)!ij 7! aik !kl (a�1)lj + aik d(a�1)kj (3.141)
ij 7! aik 
kl (a�1)lj : (3.142)But Rijkl does not transform in such a simple way as long as elements of A do not commute with 1-forms.As a consequence, there is no direct analogue of the Ricci tensor (which appears in the �eld equations ofgeneral relativity). For the torsion we �ndT (�i) = d�i � � � r�i = d�i + !ij �j : (3.143)The classical Cartan formulas for curvature and torsion are thus carried over without any change to thegeneral framework. As a consequence, also the �rst and second Bianchi identities hold unchanged, i.e.,DT (�) := dT (�) + ! T (�) = 
 � (3.144)D
 := d
 + !
� 
! = 0 (3.145)in matrix notation.Remark. So far we only considered connections on a left A-module. There are corresponding formulasfor right A-module connections. Since 
1 is a bi-module, there are indeed left and also right connections.These have to be distinguished. Though r : 
1 ! 
1 
A 
1 looks very much `symmetric', the twofactors 
1 on the right hand side play very di�erent roles. ~3.3.1 Linear connections on �nite groupsVery simple examples of spaces which can be equipped with geometric structures are given by �nite setsand in particular �nite groups. The left and the right action of the group on itself can then be used tonarrow down the possibilities of di�erential calculi, connections, and tensor �elds by imposing a symmetrycondition. We shall not go much into all that here (see [37] for more details).Let G be a �nite group. There are left-covariant and right-covariant di�erential calculi.22 Theuniversal di�erential calculus is both, left- and right-covariant, i.e., bicovariant. We introduce the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan forms �g := eh�g;h := Xh2G eh�g;h (g 2 G) (3.146)where eg;h := eg ~deh for g 6= h and eg;g = 0, cf. section 2.1. Each other left-covariant di�erential calculusis obtained by setting some of the �g to zero. Note that �e = 0 where e is the unit element in G. Thenonvanishing �g then constitute a basis over C of the space of 1-forms. One also obtains an analogue ofthe Maurer-Cartan equation of classical Lie group di�erential geometry,d�g = �Chg;g0 �g0�g (3.147)22More generally, such concepts apply to Hopf algebras including quantum groups, see [10].26



with Chg;g0 := ��hg � �hg0 + �hg�g0 : (3.148)There are also right-invariant Maurer-Cartan forms!g := eg�h;h (3.149)in the universal di�erential calculus and all other right-covariant di�erential calculi on G are obtained bysetting some of them to zero.For a bicovariant di�erential calculus onG there is a unique bimodule homomorphism � : 
1
A
1 !
1 
A 
1 such that �(� 
A !) = ! 
A � (3.150)for all left-invariant 1-forms � and right-invariant 1-forms ! (which are linear combinations of Maurer-Cartan forms with coe�cients in C). The map � satis�es the braid equation.An example of an extensible (left A-module) linear connection on G with a bicovariant di�erentialcalculus is given by r(�)w = �
A w � �(w 
A �) ; � := Xg2G �g : (3.151)It satis�es r(�)�g = 0 (i.e., the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan forms are covariantly constant) and, as aconsequence, has vanishing curvature. This connection has torsion, however, and it is bi-invariant. It isa perfect analogue of the classical connection which determines the `+-parallelism' on a Lie group [43].An example of a torsion-free connection is given byr�h = �Chg;g0 �g0 
A �g : (3.152)It is left-/right-invariant for a left-/right-covariant di�erential calculus on G. This connection is notextensible, in general (cf [37]).In this subsection we have touched upon a new approach towards geometry of �nite groups. So farthis is `just' mathematics and applications in a physical context are still missing. If discrete spaces andconcepts of discrete space-time are addressed, one should expect the above concepts to be of similar useas their counterparts in ordinary di�erential geometry.4 Applications in the context of integrable models and solitonequationsFor two-dimensional �-models there is a construction of an in�nite sequence of conserved currents [44]which can be formulated neatly in terms of ordinary di�erential forms. This then suggests to generalizethe notion of a �-model to noncommutative di�erential calculi such that the construction of conservationlaws still works. In this way one obtains a simple though very much non-trivial application of theformalism developed in the previous sections. Our presentation is based on [45, 46].In the second part of this section we reveal some interesting relations between certain noncommutativedi�erential calculi on IR2 and IR3, and the KdV and KP equation, respectively. This material is takenfrom [47]. 27



4.1 Generalized integrable �-modelsLet A be an associative and commutative algebra with unit 1I and (
; d) a di�erential calculus on it.Furthermore, let ? : 
1 ! 
1 be an invertible linear map such that? (w f) = f ? w (4.153)and w ? w0 = w0 ? w : (4.154)In addition, we require that dw = 0 , w = ? ? d� (4.155)with some function �. Furthermore, let a 2 GL(n;A) and A := a�1 da. ThenF := dA+AA � 0 (4.156)since da�1 = �a�1 (da) a�1. The above de�nitions are made in such a way that the �eld equation of ageneralized �-model d ? A = 0 (4.157)and the construction of an in�nite set of conservation laws in two dimensions [44] generalize to a muchmore general framework.Lemma. If d ? A = 0, then d ? D� = D ? d�for an n� n matrix � with entries in A, where D� := d�+A�.Proof: Using the two relations (4.153) and (4.154) we �ndd ? (Aij �jk) = d(�jk ? Aij) = (d�jk) ? Aij + �jk d ? Aij = Aij ? d�jkand thus d ? D� = d ? d�+ d(?A�) = d ? d�+A ? d� = D ? d� : ~Let �(0) := 0BBBB@ 1I 0 � � � 00 . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . 00 � � � 0 1I 1CCCCA (4.158)Then J (1) := D�(0) = A (4.159)so that d ? J (1) = 0 (4.160)as a consequence of the �eld equation. Thus, using (4.155),J (1) = ? d�(1) (4.161)28



with a matrix �(1). Now, let J (m) be a conserved current, i.e.,J (m) = ? d�(m) : (4.162)Then J (m+1) := D�(m) (m � 0) (4.163)is also conserved sinced ? J (m+1) = d ? D�(m) = D ? d�(m) = DJ (m) = D2�(m�1)= F �(m�1) = 0 (m � 1) (4.164)using the Lemma and (4.156). Starting with J (1), we obtain an in�nite set of conserved currents. Incase of the ordinary di�erential calculus on a two-dimensional Riemannian manifold, this constructionreduces to that described in [44].Let us (formally) de�ne � := Xm�0�m �(m) (4.165)with a constant � 6= 0. Then (4.162) and (4.163) lead to? d� = �D� : (4.166)As a consequence of this equation we have0 = d ? D�ij = D ? d�ij + �kj d ? Aik (4.167)(cf the proof of the Lemma) and D ? d� = �D2� = �F � : (4.168)With A = a�1 da, the integrability condition of the linear equation (4.166) is the �eld equation (4.157).We have extended the de�nition of (a class of) generalized �-models to a rather general frameworkof noncommutative geometry, though still with the restriction to a commutative algebra A. But alreadyfor commutative algebras with noncommutative di�erential calculi (where functions and di�erentials donot commute, in general) a huge set of possibilities for integrable models appears. We refer to [45, 46]for further details and results.4.1.1 A simple example: recovering the Toda latticeLet A be the (commutative) algebra of functions on IR � `ZZ which are smooth in the �rst argument.Here `ZZ stands for the one-dimensional lattice with spacings ` > 0. A special di�erential calulus on Ais then determined by the following commutation relations,[dt; t] = 0 ; [dx; x] = ` dx ; [dt; x] = [dx; t] = 0 (4.169)where t and x are the canonical coordinate functions on IR and `ZZ, respectively. As a consequence, wehave dt f(t; x) = f(t; x) dt ; dx f(t; x) = f(t; x+ `) dx (4.170)and df = _f dt+ 1̀ff(t; x+ `)� f(t; x)g dx (4.171)29



where _f := @f=@t. Furthermore, acting with d on (4.169), we obtaindt dx = �dx dt ; dt dt = 0 = dx dx ; (4.172)but this familiar anticommutativity of the di�erentials does not extend to general 1-forms.We de�ne a generalized Hodge operator by? dt = �dx ; ? dx = �dt (4.173)which copies the familiar rules for the Hodge operator associated with the two-dimensional Minkowskimetric. The action of ? extends to 
1 via (4.153). It is now easily veri�ed that (4.154) and (4.155) areindeed satis�ed. Therefore, the construction of conservation laws does work in the case under consider-ation. Let us look at the simplest generalized �-model where a is just a function (i.e., a 1 � 1-matrix).Let us write a = e�q(t;x) (4.174)with a function q. Then A = eq de�q = � _qk dt+ 1̀(eqk�qk+1 � 1) dx (4.175)where qk(t) := q(t; k`), k 2 ZZ.23 Now?A = _qk dx� 1̀ (eqk�1�qk � 1) dt (4.176)and 0 = d ? A = ��qk + 1̀2 (eqk�qk+1 � eqk�1�qk)� dt dx (4.177)which is the nonlinear Toda lattice equation [48]. In this way a new and simple understanding of itscomplete integrability has been achieved. We have revealed a `geometry' behind the Toda lattice equation.Generalizations of the Toda lattice are obtained by replacing the function a with a GL(n;A)-matrix [45].Remark. Consider a linear chain of equal particles with mass m connected by springs. If qn is thedisplacement of the nth particle from its equilibrium position, then the equations of motion arem �qn = V 0(qn+1 � qn)� V 0(qn � qn�1) (4.178)where �V 0(r) = �dV=dr is the force of the spring when stretched by the amount r. In case of thenonlinear Toda lattice model, the potential is taken to beV (r) := ab e�b r + a r (4.179)with constants a > 0 and b > 0. For small r this is a harmonic oscillator potential. The equations ofmotion now read m �qn = a [e�b (qn�qn�1) � e�b (qn+1�qn)] (4.180)By a rescaling of the qn we can achieve b = 1 and recover (4.177). Withrn := qn+1 � qn (4.181)the equations of motion take the formm �rn = a [2 e�b rn � e�b rn+1 � e�b rn�1 ] : (4.182)23More precisely, we should regard k as the canonical coordinate function on ZZ.30



A special solution is given by e�b rn � 1 = mab !2 [cosh(�n� ! t)]�2 (4.183)with ! = pab=m sinh�. This is a pulselike wave, a `soliton'. There are in fact multi-soliton general-izations of this solution. Several solitons can move on the lattice, interact and afterwards emerge withthe same shape they had before the scattering. The Toda lattice plays a role in the modelling of thepropagation of sound waves through a crystal lattice and several other physical problems. ~4.2 Soliton equations and the zero curvature conditionFamous soliton equations are known to admit zero curvature formulations (see in particular [49]). Forexample, the KdV and sine-Gordon equation are obtained from the equationF := dA+ A ^ A = 0 (4.184)where A is a special SL(2;C) connection. It is essential here to deal with a noncommutative matrixalgebra since otherwise the nonlinear term A ^ A would drop out. The situation is very di�erent fora noncommutative di�erential calculus where AA 6= 0 in general already for a single 1-form A, i.e., aGL(1; IR)-connection.4.2.1 A noncommutative di�erential calculus and the KdV equationGiven some partial di�erential operators, we may look for a di�erential calculus in which they appearas generalized partial derivatives. If such operators emerge from a certain mathematical or physicalproblem, there is some hope (but no guarantee) to gain an improved understanding of the underlyingmathematical structure in this way.As an example, let us consider A = C1(IR2) and the two di�erential operators@̂t := @@t + ab @3@x3 ; � := b @2@x2 (4.185)where a; b are constants and t; x coordinates on IR2. The two di�erential operators appear (for a specialchoice of the constants) in the Zakharov-Shabat scheme as `undressed operators' from which the Korteweg-deVries24 (KdV) equation is recovered (see [50], section 6.2, for example). In order to incorporate theseoperators as generalized partial derivatives of a di�erential calculus, we make the following ansatz for the(generalized) di�erential of a function f 2 A,df = (ft + ab fxx) dt+ fx dx+ b fxx � (4.186)using the abbreviation ft := @f=@t and a 1-form �. So far we only require that fdt; dx; �g is a leftA-module basis of the space of 1-forms 
1 (so that every 1-form can be expressed as a linear combinationof dt; dx; � with coe�cients in A to the left of these special 1-forms, as in the above expression for df).Now we have to �nd the commutation relations which the basis 1-forms satisfy with a function f 2 A.These are obtained using the Leibniz rule. One �ndsdt f = f dt (4.187)� f = f � + 3a fxx (4.188)dx f = f dx+ 2b fx � + 3ab fxx dt : (4.189)24The KdV equation describes the propagation of shallow water waves. In 1844 John Scott Russel reported on anobservation of a heap of water in the Edinburgh-Glasgow channel which kept its shape and velocity over several miles. Healso performed laboratory experiments, generating such water `solitons' by dropping a weight at one end of a water channel.In 1895 Korteweg and deVries derived a nonlinear equation (which now carries their names) describing the propagationof shallow water waves and showed the existence of solutions with the proposed behaviour. In 1965 Zabusky and Kruskaldiscovered that two such solitons emerge unchanged from a collision. Zakharov and Faddeev in 1971 used the inversescattering theory (invented by Gardner, Greene, Kruskal and Miura) to prove complete integrability of the KdV equation.The latter appears in a variety of di�erent physical systems like ion-acoustic and magnetohydrodynamic waves in a plasma,anharmonic lattices, longitudinal dispersive waves in elastic rods, pressure waves in liquid gas bubble mixtures, rotatingow down a tube, and thermally excited phonon packets in low temperature nonlinear crystals.31



In terms of the coordinates t; x the only nonvanishing commutators are thus[dx; x] = 2b � ; [�; x] = 3a dt : (4.190)Applying d to these equations, using the Leibniz rule, d2 = 0 and the commutation relations again, leadsto dt dt = dt dx+ dx dt = � � = � dt+ dt � = � dx+ dx � = 0 (4.191)and the less familiar relation d� = �1b dx dx : (4.192)The most general GL(1; IR) connection 1-form isA = w dt+ v dx+ u � (4.193)where u; v; w 2 A. Evaluation of the zero curvature conditionF = dA+AA = 0 (4.194)leads to the following set of equations, �1b u+ vx + v2 = 0 (4.195)vt + ab vxxx + 3ab v vxx + 3a u vx � wx = 0 (4.196)ut + ab uxxx + 3a uux � bwxx + b v (3a ux � 2w)x = 0 (4.197)where the �rst equation reminds us of the Miura transformation (see [50], for example). The thirdequation obviously decouples from the others if we choose25wx = 32 a uxx : (4.198)(4.197) then becomes ut + 3a uux � 12 ab uxxx = 0 (4.199)which for a = �2; b = 1 is the KdV equation (see [50], for example). With the help of (4.195), theequation (4.196) is turned into vt � 12ab vxxx + 3ab v2 vx = 0 (4.200)which is known as a `modi�ed KdV equation' [50].26 It is surprising that both, the KdV and the mKdVequation appear jointly in our mathematical scheme.In the above di�erential calculus it is consistent to impose the additional condition that the 1-form �is closed, i.e. d� = 0. The above formulas remain valid, except that now dx dx = 0. The zero curvaturecondition is then slightly less restrictive. It still leads to (4.196) and (4.197), but (4.195) is replacedby the weaker equation 1b u = vx + v2 + � with a function �(t). For constant � we rediscover what issometimes referred to as the `Miura-Gardner transformation'.25Taking (4.195) into account, one �nds a more general solution of the decoupling problem, namely wx = 32 a uxx + c vxwith a constant c. This takes care of the freedom of Galilean transformations of the KdV equation. See [47] for details.26The modi�ed KdV equation describes acoustic waves in certain anharmonic lattices as well as Alf�en waves in a colli-sionless plasma, for example. 32



4.2.2 From KdV to KPThe di�erential calculus associated in the previous subsection with the KdV equation involved a 1-form �which could not be expressed as the di�erential of some coordinate, at least as long as we do not extendthe algebra C1(IR2). It is indeed tempting, however, to replace it by A = C1(IR3) and � by dy where yis the third coordinate. Using the Leibniz rule and the commutativity of the algebra A, we �nd3a dt = [�; x] = [dy; x] = [dx; y] (4.201)which determines the minimal extension of the di�erential calculus considered in the last subsection.Then dt f = f dt ; dy f = f dy + 3a fx dt ; dx f = f dx+ 2b fx dy + 3a (fy + b fxx) dt (4.202)and df = (ft + 3a fxy + ab fxxx) dt+ (fy + b fxx) dy + fx dx : (4.203)The basis 1-forms dt; dx; dy satisfy the ordinary Grassmann commutation relations.The zero curvature condition F = 0 for a 1-form A = w dt+ u dy + v dx leads to the set of equationsux = vy + b (vx + v2)x (4.204)wx = vt + 3a vxy + ab vxxx + 3a uvx + 3a v(vy + b vxx) (4.205)wy + bwxx = ut + 3a uxy + ab uxxx + 3a uux � v (2bwx � 3a (uy + b uxx)) : (4.206)The next step parallels that of the KdV case treated in the previous subsection. v is obviously eliminatedfrom the last equation by setting wx = 3a2b uy + 3a2 uxx : (4.207)Taking (4.204) into account, (4.206) then reduces towy = ut + 3a2 uxy � ab2 uxxx + 3a uux : (4.208)Now there is an integrability condition. Comparing the results obtained by di�erentiating (4.207) withrespect to y and (4.208) with respect to x, we obtain(ut � ab2 uxxx + 3a uux)x � 3a2b uyy = 0 (4.209)which is the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) equation (for the choices of the constants a; bmentioned earlier,see [50] for example).27Let us now turn to the equation for v which resulted from the zero curvature condition. Taking (4.207)into account, we have3a2b uy = vt + 3a2 vxy � ab2 vxxx � 3ab v2x + 3a vvy + 3a uvx : (4.210)Expressing v as v = qx (4.211)with a function q, (4.204) becomes ux = qxy + b (qxx + q2x)x (4.212)27Relaxing the restriction to strictly one-dimensional waves in the derivation of the KdV equation, one is led to the KPequation [51]. See also [52]. Quite surprisingly, the KP equation appears in various mathematical problems.33



and thus u = qy + b (qxx + q2x) + f (4.213)where f is a function which does not depend on x, i.e. f(t; y). Now we can eliminate u from (4.210) andobtain (qt � c qx � ab2 qxxx + ab q3x)x + 3a (qy + f) qxx � 3a2b (qyy + fy) = 0 : (4.214)Expressing f as f = hy with a function h(t; y), a �eld rede�nition q 7! q � h eliminates f from the lastequation and we get (qt � c qx � ab2 qxxx + ab q3x)x + 3a qy qxx � 3a2b qyy = 0 : (4.215)This equation may be called a `modi�ed KP equation' (mKP). Given a solution q of the mKP equation,then u determined by (4.213) is a solution of the KP equation.Although it is quite striking that the KdV and the KP equation are so nicely related to a certaindi�erential calculus, it is not yet clear what is really behind all that. In particular, it still has to be seenin which way one could pro�t from this observation.5 Final remarksIn this report we have collected many examples which, according to our opinion, contribute to an un-derstanding of what noncommutative geometry is all about. More precisely, we have concentrated onexamples where the basic algebra A is commutative, i.e., we dealt with noncommutative geometry oftopological spaces (like discrete sets and manifolds). It should be clear from this report that already onthis level, noncommutative geometry leads into a huge new world of interesting structures and possibil-ities for applications in mathematics and physics. Only a tiny portion of it has been explored so far.In principle, all those classical models and theories which can be (nicely) formulated in terms of(ordinary) di�erential forms can be deformed to noncommutative di�erential calculi. But there is noguarantee, of course, that this procedure leads to something really interesting. From an exercise to anontrivial result is still a long way. It is good to have a kind of guiding principle. Some of my ownwork with A. Dimakis originally aimed at a formulation of discrete gravity (an alternative to Reggecalculus) in the framework of noncommutative geometry. This problem is still not satisfactorily solved,but on the way I think we made some nice observations. The guiding principle behind our constructionof generalized �-models (including the Toda lattice) was of a technical nature. The idea was to deformordinary �-models in such a way that the known construction of an in�nite set of conserved currents stillworks.Again, we have to stress that our collection of material and references only displays a very smallportion of the �eld of noncommutative geometry. The material which we presented in these lecturescenters around own work and was not intended to cover much about di�erent approaches and resultsof other authors. Actually, applications of noncommutative geometry to commutative algebras have notreally been taken much into consideration by other authors, except for the example of the two (and three)point set which plays a crucial role in the particle physics models of Connes and Lott [39] (see also [53]for a `gravity' approach).Acknowledgment. I have to thank the organizers of the conference and in particular Claus L�ammerzahland Alfredo Macias for an enjoyable time in Mexico.References[1] E. Schr�odinger. �Uber die Unanwendbarkeit der Geometrie im Kleinen. Die Naturwissenschaften,22:518{520, 1934. 34
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